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PIPER is a seventeen-year-old high school senior, and she’s just been challenged to get her school’s super-popular rock band, Dumb, a paying gig. The catch? Piper is deaf. Can she manage a band with five wildly different musicians, nurture a budding romance, and discover her own inner rock star, even though she can’t hear Dumb’s music?
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• Why does Josh Cooke offer Piper the job of managing Dumb? Why does Piper accept?
• Characterize Piper. Describe ways in which she is strong and confident. In what way does she lack confidence?
• Why is Piper angry with her parents? Describe her relationship with her parents and outline how that relationship changes throughout the story.
• Piper seems jealous of Grace and, yet, she is tender and loving toward her. How do Piper’s behaviors toward Grace speak to her internal conflict about Grace’s ability to hear?
• Describe the relationship between Piper and her young brother, Finn. What does she learn about him in the end?
• Piper receives email messages that encourage her to visit Kurt Cobain’s home and Jimi Hendrix’s home. Who sends these messages and why? Piper visits the homes. What effect do these visits have on her?
• In what way is Piper “blinded” by her drive to make money?
• Piper learns that Kallie feels the raw emotion of music better than any of them. What does she mean and why does she believe this?
• After Dumb implodes on the TV show, Seattle Today, the three girls begin bonding. What contributes to this change in their relationship? How do they become better friends as a result of the blow up on the show?
• Mr. Belson tells Piper she has changed. How does Piper change from the beginning of the story to the end?
• Piper is secretly jealous of Kallie and doesn’t see past Kallie’s physical appearance. How does Piper’s perception of Kallie change? What does the realization that Kallie is the most “broken” of all the Dumb members teach Piper?
• Explain the significance of the title.

QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

• Can good come from conflict? Explain.
• What role does image play in this story? What messages might the book convey about physical appearance and beauty?
• Piper comes to believe that it is important to live in the present. Do you agree or disagree? Why?
• What might readers learn from this story about the connection between music (or other art forms) and the human spirit?
• Based on the information given in the story about the characters of Josh Cooke and Jimi Hendrix, how might their lenses for viewing humanity and growing up be different? How might they be the same?
• Piper’s parents choose to use Piper’s college fund to pay for a surgery that gives baby Grace the ability to hear. How difficult would it be to make this kind of a choice? Can you think of a comparable dilemma a family might face?
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